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I. INTRODUCTION
We have previously presented [1] the first results of an analysis of shielded multiconductor cables with respect to their shielding performances. This early work introduced the concept of five types of coupling between an external electromagnetic field and the cable. Our paper stated that the set of "type of coupling" considered was not complete, because an infinite series of type of coupling was necessary to describe the effect of charges on the the screen. We later decided [2] to refer to the five types of coupling defined initialy, as the five main types of coupling, because we believed they indeed gave an acceptable picture of the behaviour of most cables in many circumstances. However we were not able at that time to give a complete list of the coupling types and their associated parameters.
After our first article on this subject, we wrote several papers that improved our analysis, and also presented new experimental methods and results: a "parallel H-field probe" was designed and manufactured for the measurement of the parallel transfer impedance [2] [3] , and an "axial H-field probe" was built for the measurement of the axial transfer impedance [4] [5] . Interesting experimental results were also obtained with a rectangular TEM cell [1] and later with a GTEM cell [5] .
Extensions of this work led us to a theory of the shielding performances of non-ideal cylindrical shields. The present paper is focused on two basic concepts of this theory, applicable to generalized screens: standard responses and standard excitations. These concepts are somewhat general because they allow a valid description of the behaviour of a shield, that can be implemented without restriction: -on the nature of the excitation, any field structure being taken into account; -on the shape of the shield, which is a cylinder of arbitrary cross-section; -on what is inside the shield.
In this paper, a shield or screen denotes a structure of conductive material (electric or magnetic conductor) intended to reduce the penetration of electromagnetic fields into an assigned region. This structure is often very complex, for instance in the case of a braid or of a metallic tape wound around a multiconductor bundle. This is why we will often refer to a generalized screen containing the real screen.
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A generalized screen or generalized shield (see [6] , or § 10.2 of [7] ) is defined as any combination of screens (made of electric conductor or magnetic conductor) and exclusion volumes, providing electromagnetic attenuation. Exclusion volumes are defined as volumes which may not contain field sources or conductors, potentially responsible for harmful coupling in the problem of interest. In practical computations, exclusion volumes are considered empty. In this paper the generalized screen will always be a closed and connected set, and its boundary will be the union of a cylindrical internal boundary and of a cylindrical external boundary, having no point in common, the latter surrounding the former. The internal boundary of the generalized shield surrounds a connected open set, later on referred to as the "volume inside the generalized screen". The points of space not included in the volume inside the external boundary, are said to be in the "volume outside the generalized screen", considered an open set. Thus, the volume inside the generalized screen, the volume of the generalized screen, and the volume outside the generalized screen cover all space and any two of them have an empty intersection.
II. CHARGES AND CURRENTS ON THE GENERALIZED SCREEN
Throughout the paper, = (e x , e y , e z ) is a right-handed basis of orthogonal unit vectors. An origin O being chosen, the (rectangular) coordinates with respect to are x, y and z, and the generalized screen's external boundary will be a cylinder E oriented along the Oz axis (see Fig. 1 ). The intersection (z 0 ) of this cylinder and a plane of equation z = z 0 in , is not necessarily circular, but it is a closed continuous curve. At any point on E , we define a local right-handed basis (e 1 , e 2 , e z ) of orthogonal unit vectors: the unit-vector e 1 is everywhere normal to E and pointing outward, and the unit-vector e 2 is tangent to the surface and perpendicular to e 1 and e z . The curvilinear coordinate u 2 on every (z 0 ) curves is chosen in such a way that it is dimensionless, that it is a bijective mapping from ]%, %] to (z 0 ), and that the u 2 = constant curves on E are straight lines parallel to e z . (u 2 , z) is therefore a system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinate on the cylinder E . One can extend the definition of the coordinate u 2 to Ü, so that the map that associates a coordinate u 2 to the corresponding point on (z 0 ) becomes a periodic function of period 2%.
We can obviously derive curvilinear coordinates (u 1 , u 2 , z) for the entire space, by properly choosing a family of cylinders (u 1 ), one cylinder of the family being the external boundary E of the generalized screen and another matching the internal boundary I of the generalized screen, each cylinder of the family having at any point a local right-handed basis (e 1 , e 2 , e z ) of orthogonal unit vectors and a system of coordinate (u 2 , z) built as above, and subject to the condition that the infinitesimal line element is:
Returning to the general case, we notice that, considered as a function of u 2 , ' L is periodic of period 2% and can therefore be expanded in a Fourier series:
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where the coefficient L 0 is real, where for n 1 the coefficient L n is complex, and where i² = 1 with
It is important to notice that the total per-unit-length charge carried by the generalized screen is given by:
If the generalized shield has a perfectly conducting boundary, a surface current results. Otherwise, such a surface current can not take place, but an integration of the current density j regarded here as a distribution, on the generalized shield thickness (with respect to the variable u 1 ) gives a quantity that has the same unit as a surface current. However, it will be more convenient to introduce the "local current vector" (in A) that we will denote i V , and define as: 
In this case and if the shield is isolated, i VR = 0. This will be approximately the case for good shield, isolated. However i VR should not be ignored for imperfect shields: the porpoising phenomenon (see [7] , § 9.4.6) is precisely caused by such currents.
Returning to the general case, let us expand the two last coordinates of i V in a Fourier series in the following manner: 
where the coefficients j VO 0 and i VA n are real numbers, where for n 1 the coefficients j VO n and i VA n are complex, and where i² = 1 with Im(i) = 1.
We note that the total current flowing along the shield axis is:
We know that for a vector F of curvilinear coordinates (F 1 , F 2 , F z ) the value of the divergence is given by:
The equality div j + /t = 0 for the conservation of charges in time domain, once multiplied by h 1 h 2 and integrated with respect to u 1 along a u 2 = constant and z = constant path, becomes: where j² = 1 with Im(j) = 1. We note that i used in (5) (11) and (12) corresponds to an angular parameter on the generalized screen, whereas j used in (16) corresponds to a phase parameter. Separately, they are the same complex number. However, because we are going to use both of them in expressions where they will have different meanings, it will be necessary to consider those two numbers, and also the phases of the complex quantities in equations where they appear, as having no relationship. Mathematically, the numbers i and j are in fact real quaternions, not complex numbers. They can be regarded as complex numbers only when: either only quaternions of the Ü + jÜ subspace are present in a formula, or only quaternions of the Ü + iÜ subspace are present in a formula. Any quantity related to i will be called "angular", and any quantity related to j will be called "frequential".
Let us also note that the choice of the definitions in (2), (7) and (8) was made for later convenience in (6), (13) and (16). This last expression can be easily expressed in the angular Fourier domain.
Replacing i VA , j VO and L in (16) with (5), (11) and (12) , then suppressing the exp(inu 2 ) dependence, we obtain:
and for any n Û, n 1:
(18) being an expression in the field of real quaternions. In (18), each of the three quantities i VA n , j VO n and L n has a modulus, an angular phase as it is used in (5) or (11) or (12), and a frequential phase, as it is used in (16). We note that the second term of (18) does not show up in (17).
The results (17) and (18) deserve some more comments. As we know, it is experimentally possible on an electrically short length of generalized shield to have either negligible L 0 (this is what is obtained in a short-circuited triaxial set-up for the measurement of the per-unit-length transfer impedance of a coaxial cable). In this case (13) and (17) say that the conservation of charges becomes a conservation of the longitudinal current i VA 0 . For a current to flow on the generalized shield, it is therefore required that a return circuit exists, which provides a suitable path for the return current. Equation (18) says that a return circuit is not required for n 1: a j VO n per-unit-length current may become the necessary return current for i VA n currents, as shown on Fig. 2 in the case n = 1, on an homogeneous metallic shield of strange cross section.
On coordinate differing of about ) the i VA 1 components dominates. At points B and D the j VO 1 component dominates, and between these two points of equal u 2 coordinate, the angular phase difference of j VO 1 is about .
The treatment of the generalized shield's behaviour for n = 0 is therefore a global problem, that is to say a problem involving the entire shield and a return circuit, but the shield behaviour may be a local problem for n 1. A solution as presented on Fig. 2 for an homogeneous metallic shield is not always possible for complying with (18) on a given generalized screen: we can for instance think of a shield made of thin isolated wires parallel to the z axis. In this case, j VO n per-unit-length current cannot flow, and the establishment of i VA 1 currents is always a global problem.
III. DEFINITION OF THE TYPES OF RESPONSE
The shield being passive, the charge and currents on the shield may be regarded as a response to external stimuli. In this paragraph, we shall define the vocabulary and give some basic properties for a classification of charge and current distributions on the generalized screen. This vocabulary is centered on the word response.
Definition: Response. We shall call "response of the generalized screen", or simply "response" the pair of the current distribution and the charge distribution on the generalized screen. if over E we place a thin perfect electric conductor and charge it, a local per-unit-length charge density L independent of the variables u 2 and z would correspond to the electrostatic equilibrium of this conductor assumed the only object in space, if over I and E we place a thin perfect electric conductor, and obtain in this way the two electrodes of a capacitor filed with a medium of homogenous permittivity, the surfaces u 1 = constant in the volume of the generalized screen would be the equipotential surfaces when this capacitor is charged. ii) Moreover, this definition of the u 2 coordinate in the volume of the generalized screen and on the boundaries I and E is unique but for an arbitrary additive constant.
proof: Let us assume that we place a per-unit-length charge Q, constant along the generalized screen, on the metallized external boundary E , assumed alone in space. The surface E being invariant by any translation along Oz, the surface charge density S which appears on E is also invariant by such translations and does therefore not depend on z. Let us assume there exists a coordinate u 2 according to our whishes, and let us call L the length of the closed curve (0). Because the local per-unit-length charge density ' L is constant, it is equal to ' L 0 and according to (6) we have:
using (4), we get:
If s is an arc length on (0), the coordinate u 2 satisfies:
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This differential equation uniquely defines u 2 but for an arbitrary additive constant, which establishes the unicity on E . The unicity on the generalized screen and on the boundaries I is a direct consequence.
Let us now establish the existence of the coordinate system. The constant coordinate surfaces can be build easily. The only remaining problem is the mapping of the u 1 = constant and z = constant surfaces with u 2 . The per-unit-length charge Q, being placed along the generalized screen, we see that if the surface charge density ' S which appears on E alone in space is integrable, (21) can be used to compute u 2 .
However ' S being defined as a derivative (derivative of a distribution) of the charge versus the coordinates z and s, it is necessarily Lebesgue-integrable. Also, it is also physically obvious that ' S is either everywhere positive or everywhere negative. We can therefore obtain u 2 from (21), and it will be monotonous. For a coordinate system built in this manner, according to (4) we have:
and ' S is a constant, QED.
Note that we will show in § VI that u 2 can often be computed with a conformal mapping, u 2 being therefore continuous. Definition: Standard response. Let (i VA e z + j VO h 2 e 2 , ' L ) be a tangential response of the generalized screen.
We define the standard responses of the generalized screen according the unique decomposition of the tangential response with (5), (11) and (12), in the following way:
iii) a response of type j VO 0 is a j VO (u 2 , z) = j VO 0 (z) per-unit-length current;
) per-unit-length current.
Any standard response can also be regarded as a tangential response: ~ n Û, a response of type i VA n is the tangential response (i VA n (z) exp(inu 2 ) e z , 0); a response of type L n is the tangential response (0, L n (z) exp(inu 2 )); a response of type j VO n is a tangential response ( j VO n (z) exp(inu 2 ) e 2 , 0).
It shall be noted that this classification does not take into account possible i VR currents. However, their mere existence is not denied nor neglected: they are only not described. This is of no consequence, because such current will usually be related to a response of one of the types defined above. As mentioned previously, the porpoising phenomenon on braided shields has for example been proved to be related to a response of type i VA 0 .
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Theorem 3: Any tangential response of a given generalized screen, can be written in the form of a sum of standard responses, each of a different type, and this expression is unique.
Proof: this theorem is simply the consequence of the existence and unicity of the contruction of L and i V , and of the Fourier series used in (5) (11) and (12) .
Definition: Canonical decomposition. The unique expression defined in theorem 3 is called the canonical decomposition of the tangential response.
Definition: Pure tangential response. At a given point z, the tangential response is said "locally pure" if there is only one non-vanishing term in the canonical decomposition at this point. The tangential response is said "pure along the screen" if there is only one non-vanishing term in the canonical decomposition along the screen: in this case the tangential response of the entire screen is a single standard response.
Submitted to a given electromagnetic environment, the generalized shield will generally have a canonical decomposition containing the superposition of several standard responses. However, at this point we do not know if it is possible to create a pure response of a given type on a given shield, either locally or along the screen. Answering this question in detail is the purpose of the next paragraph.
IV. INDEPENDENT STANDARD RESPONSES
Definition: For a given generalized screen and for p Û*, a p-tuple of standard responses is said physically independent if and only if, for any p-tuple of real quaternions, we can design a physically achievable experiment, in which the canonical decomposition of the tangential response along the screen will contain each of the standard responses multiplied by the quaternion of same index.
We note that this definition makes use of the trivial structure of vector space on the set of standard responses, regarded as tangential responses. Because of the orthogonality of the exponential functions in (5), (11) and ( of standard responses along the generalized screen. According to (18), the charges which appears because of a standard responses of type j VO n and which are not removed by a longitudinal variation of i VA n current of suitable amplitude, cause a per-unit-length charge L n .
We may also state that for n 1, the standard responses of type j VO n need not be taken into account of one intends to build the set of the physically achievable tangential responses along the generalized screen. The introduction of a standard response of type j VO n in the theory is however necessary for a local description of the tangential response. Proof: Let us first place the generalized screen in vacuum. The external boundary being a perfect electric conductor, we have i VR = 0. We will only use a source in the volume outside the generalized screen. Therefore the only possible currents will be surface current on the external boudary. In this case (17) and (18) are equivalent to the conservation of charge.
From any linear combination of the p standard responses meeting the hypothesis of theorem 6, we can obviously create a new tangential response by adding standard responses of type L 0 and of type j VO n , in such a manner that (17) and (18) are satisfied. Let's call this tangential response the modified response.
From the point of view of electromagnetism it is possible to move, with non-electromagnetic forces, the free charges of the conducting external boundary, in order to obtain the modified response on the generalized screen. These non-electromagnetic forces are usually taken into account with an electromotive force . Because we are only interested in surface current, we can postulate that is tangential to the generalized screen's external boundary. If the screen was a medium of finite conductivity , and if a total electric field was present, the effect of the non-electromagnetic force would be described by the equation:
In the perfectly conducting medium of interrest here, we can only state that E+ has a vanishing tangential component, which can be written, if we note n the unit vector normal to the generalized screen pointing outward:
(24) E E n n = ⋅ −
5
E being the electric field at the surface of the generalized screen.
The use of non-electromagnetic forces acting on the generalized screen can now be suppressed if we observe that their purpose is to compensate the force due to the tangential component of the electric field caused by the response. In other word, these non-electromagnetic forces were used to create a discontinuity of the tangential component of the electric field across the external boundary of the generalized screen. We know (cf. [8] p 34) that the same effect can be obtained with a surface density of magnetic current M S placed on top of the generalized screen, taking on the value: device approximating the double layer of surface current. This is what was meant by "a physically achievable experiment".
Theorem 7:
If the external boundary of a generalized screen is a perfect electric conductor: i) it is always possible to create a field configuration (i.e. field values as a function of space coordinates) that will produce a locally pure standard response of any given type, ii) and possibilities of creating pure standard responses along the screen are only limited by the theorems 4 to 6 (the proof is left to the reader).
V. DEFINITIONS OF THE TYPES OF EXCITATION
Definition: Standard excitation. For a given generalized screen, we define a standard excitation at a point z, an electromagnetic field configuration produced by sources in the volume outside the generalized screen, which would produce, if the external boundary E was perfectly conducting, a locally pure standard response at z. The type of the standard excitation is by definition the type of this standard response.
We note that this definition is valid because we first established theorem 7. It introduces standard excitations of type i VA n , of type L n and of type j VO n . It should be emphasized that many different electromagnetic field configurations are likely to produce the same standard excitation at a point z. There is therefore no uniqueness to be expected here.
A conjecture is that any electromagnetic environment (i.e. any applied electromagnetic field configuration in the volume outside the generalized shield) of a given generalized screen, can be written in the form of a sum of standard excitations at a point z, each of a different type. If true, this statement seems difficult to proove. We shall demonstrate it in § VII, in the case of generalized shield of circular cross-section.
VI. CALCULATION OF THE STANDARD RESPONSES AND EXCITATIONS
This paragraph will introduce the basics of a method for the computation of the standard responses and excitations. This method will be implemented in the § VII, § VIII and § IX, in three situations of increasing complexity for the shape of the external boundary: the cylinder of revolution, the elliptical cylinder, and the rectangular cylinder.
In fact this paragraph focuses on the main difficulty: defining a coordinate u 2 on the external boundary, according to the hypothesis of theorem 1. This being a two-dimensional potential distribution problem, it will be treated with analytic functions. In order to solve the problem of a charged conducting external boundary, only object in space, we shall consider a complex potential which is an analytical function. The real part V of will be the electric potential, and we shall note F the opposite of the imaginary part of , usually refered to as the stream function.
We know (see [9] page 236) that the lines F = constante are field lines, and that the flux of the electric field (per unit length in the direction Oz) between the field lines F = F 1 and F = F 2 is simply F 2 F 1 . Specifically, on the conducting external boundary E , the charge surface density S takes on the value: 1 In order not to confuse the reader, we shall not use z (already utilised) but x + iy for the complex variable. -14)) use the same complex number for the angular phase and the frequential phase. This is erroneous because, for instance, a rotation of /2n is not equivalent to a time translation of /2%. The appropriate expressions are (30), (31) and (32).
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In the case of interest, we assume that the local per-unit-length charge density L is constant for the charge distribution of electrostatic equilibrium. According to (20), we may write:
where Q is the charge on the generalized screen, per unit length along Oz. We can see that if the complex potential is produced by the per-unit-length charge Q = ± 2 % 0 × 1 Volt, u 2 is defined by u 2 = ± F / 1 Volt, to which might be added any constant.
Once a complex potential is computed, u 2 is therefore known. The standard responses are then also known, because they are explicitely defined by (5) (11) and (12).
VII. CYLINDER OF REVOLUTION AS EXTERNAL BOUNDARY

A. Standard Responses and Standard Excitations on the Circular Cylindrical Generalized Screen
Let us first closely examine the case of a generalized screen having an external boundary being a cylinder of revolution. If this external boundary was conducting, charged, and alone in space, it is well known (see [9] page 241) that a possible complex potential for the per-unit-length charge Q on the cylinder would be given 1 by:
so that we would obviously have:
Thus, according to § VI, we can choose u 2 = , being the argument of the complex variable, and take the coordinate (u 1 , u 2 , z) equal to the circular cylinder coordinate (r, , z), for which h 1 = 1 and h 2 = r. Because this separable coordinates are convenient for calculation, let's try to compute the standard excitations.
Let us therefore consider a (generalized) screen placed in vacuum, with a perfectly conducting circular cylindrical external boundary of radius r 0 . In the volume outside the screen, suppressing a e j%t dependency, we may write the free-space (see [10] , pp. 355-361, [8] 
the integer n and the real propagation "constant" h are separation "constants", a n and c n are (h dependent) amplitude distributions, expressed in Vm², b n and d n are (h dependent) amplitude distributions, expressed in Am², 0 is the free-space wave impedance, k is the wave number 7/c 0 , and where the functions n and # n are defined by the equations stemming from the separation of variables.
In the case where h C ± k, this is a Bessel differential equation and we obtain: 
For h C ± k, we note that the functions n are cylindrical waves propagating toward the Oz axis, and that the functions # n are cylindrical waves propagating from the Oz axis, so that only the fields components related to the # n functions can be caused by the current and charges on the screen.
Because there are angular phase and frequential phase dependancies, we note that the amplitude distributions a n , c n , b n and d n , as well as the field amplitude E r , E , E z , H r , H and H z are Hamilton's quaternions.
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For h = ± k we can check that a 0 and b 0 are not associated with any field component. For h = ± k and n C 0 the electromagnetic fields depend only on the variables u n and v n defined by: We can observe that we only considered the values of h giving rise to periodic solutions along the screen axis, which correspond to h real, included in the interval [k, k], whence our integration path in (33).
The boundary conditions on the (perfect) shield's external boundary is E = E z = H r = 0 at r = r 0 .
For h C± k, the boundary condition is equivalent to: so that, the variable h not withstanding, the fields depend on two arbitrary amplitudes.
For h = ± k, the boundary condition is equivalent to: so that taking (33) into account, the sign of h = ± k not withstanding, the fields depend only one arbitrary amplitude.
For any field configuration, from (8) and boundary conditions on the external boundary, we find: At this stage, we can see that the components of H of index n correspond to standard excitations of type i VA n , that the components of H z of index n correspond to standard excitations of type j VO n , and that the components of E r of index n correspond to standard excitations of type L n .
B. Simple Combinations of Standard Excitations on the Circular Cylindrical Generalized Screen
It is now possible to establish the complete list of the free-space field configurations which lead to the simplest combinations of standard excitations, allowed by theorems 4 and 5 along any generalized screen with a circular cylindrical external boundary:
$ A standard excitation of type i VA 0 , only combined with a standard excitation of type L 0 as prescribed by theorem 4 can be created along the generalized screen: either with an electromagnetic field including only h = ± k components with all amplitude distributions equal to zero except c 0 , or with an electromagnetic field including only h C ± k components with all amplitude distributions equal to zero except a 0 and c 0 related by (35). We note that in the special case h = 0, the canonical decomposition only contains the standard excitation of type i VA 0 . $ A pure standard excitation of type j VO 0 can be created along the generalized screen, with an electromagnetic field including only h C ± k components with all amplitude distributions equal to zero except b 0 and d 0 related by (35).
$ For n 1, a standard excitation of type i VA n , only combined with a standard excitation of type L n as prescribed by theorem 5 can be created along the generalized screen: either with an electromagnetic field including only h = ± k components with the amplitude distributions u n and v n related by (36), or with an electromagnetic field including only h C ± k components with all amplitude distributions equal to zero except a n and c n related by (35).
$ For n 1, a standard excitation of type j VO n , only combined with a standard excitation of type L n as prescribed by theorem 5 can be created along the generalized screen, with an electromagnetic field including only h C ± k components with the amplitude distributions a n , c n , b n and d n related by (35) and the additional relation cancelling H . $ For n 1, a standard excitation of type j VO n , only combined with a standard excitation of type i VA n as prescribed by theorem 5 can be created along the generalized screen, with an electromagnetic field including only h C ± k components with the amplitude distributions a n , c n , b n and d n related by (35) and the additional relation cancelling E r , this being in general only possible for h C 0.
C. Locally Pure Excitations on the Circular Cylindrical Generalized Screen
We now understand that, with an appropriate choice of incidence, or by taking advantage of interference, it is possible to locally create a field configuration where only one standard excitation dominates. Thus: $ In order to obtain a standard excitation of type i VA 0 locally pure in the neighbourhood of z = 0, we can for instance combine a field component h = k and a field component h = k, both of them with the same amplitude c 0 . This is easily obtained in the laboratory, on a fraction of wavelength along the 0z axis in a short-circuited triaxial test fixture. This implementation is much simpler than the creation of a cylindrical wave with h = 0. neighbourhood of z = 0, by combining a field component h = k and a field component h = k, with equal amplitudes u n and v n , these amplitudes being related by (36). This is possible to obtain in the laboratory on a fraction of wavelength along the 0z axis in a test set made of 2n short-circuited tapes connected to a symetrical generator.
$ For n 1, we can for instance obtain a standard excitation of type L n locally pure in the neighbourhood of z = 0, by combining a field component h = k and a field component h = k, with opposite amplitudes u n and v n , these amplitudes being related by (36). This is possible to obtain in the laboratory on a fraction of wavelength along the 0z axis in a test set made of 2n open-circuited tapes connected to a symetrical generator $ For n 1, we need at least three different incidences to obtain a standard excitation of type j VO n locally pure in the neighbourhood of z = 0. We will for instance combine a field component h = 0, the amplitudes a n , c n , b n and d n of which will be related by (35) and the additional relation cancelling H , with a field component h = k and a field component h = k, with opposite amplitudes u n and v n , these amplitudes being related by (36) and taking on an appropriate value for cancelling at z = 0 the E r part of the component h = 0.
Note 1: In practice, the locally pure standard excitations are only easily implemented in the laboratory for a generalized screen sample with transverse dimensions much smaller than the area where the excitation is locally pure, which is itself necessarily much smaller than the wavelength, except for j VO 0 . For j VO 0 though, it is also much easier to implement the pure standard excitation on a sample of electrically small cross-section.
Note 2: For n 1 if we create a standard excitation of type j VO n locally pure in the neighbourhood of z = 0, we note that as arround z = 0 we necesserily find the currents which have been introduced to remove the charges brought by the j VO n response. If the radius r 0 if small compared to the wavelength, (7) and (18) show that the current along e 2 will only dominate the current along e z on a distance of the order of r 0 /n. We should therefore question the possibility of making useful laboratory measurements in this situation.
Note 3: In a test set-up with n 1 short-circuited or open-circuited tapes meant to obtain standard excitations standard of type i VA n or of type L n locally pure in the neighbourhood of z = 0, the shape of the different tape should be as close as possible to the equipotential surfaces of the transverse electrostatic problem for TEM propagation.
VIII. ELLIPTICAL CYLINDER AS EXTERNAL BOUNDARY
Let's now study the case of a generalized screen with an external boundary having the shape of an elliptical cylinder. We shall note a the semi-major axis and b the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. For an appropriate choice of the orientation of Ox, a parametric equation of the external boundary can be written: It is well known (see [9] page 242) that if the elliptical cylinder is charged with a per-unit-length charge Q and alone in space, his complex potential is given by: The equipotential lines and field lines can be directly obtained from these two formulas. They are respectively confocal ellipses and hyperbolaes.
From the § VI and the comparison of (38) and (40), we can see that on the screen external boundary, we can take u 2 = t. More generally, in the volume outside the generalized screen and the external boundary we can take the coordinates (u 1 , u 2 , z) simply equal to (! 1 , ! 2 , z) where ! 1 and ! 2 are the elliptic coordinates, which are respectively equal to V and F given by (40) for Q = 2 % 0 × 1 Volt.
From (41) we can compute the complex field given by:
The result is: The value of h 2 on the boundary can be directly obtained from (40), and we find: Note that the use of (4), with L = Q from (6), and (44), allows one to establish (43) without using the electric field normal to the external boundary.
The problem of the elliptical cylinder being more complex than that of the circular cylinder, we will not try to compute all standard excitations. In fact, we will limit ourself to defining possible laboratory set-up for the creation of the standard excitations of types i VA 0 , L 0 , and j VO 0 , because they are always trivial:
$ A standard excitation of type L 0 obviously corresponds to the natural electrostatic charge distribution of the charged generalized screen (assumed with a conducting external boundary) in free space, for which we can compute the equipotential surfaces. The metallization of one of these surfaces with a good conductor, this surface being choosen close enough from the screen for the propagation to be limited to the TEM mode at the frequencies of interest, is a natural way of constructing a test set-up for producing type L 0 standard excitation. The standard excitation will be locally pure provided the instrument is used open-circuited, as in the case of the circular cylinder. $ A standard excitation of type i VA 0 corresponds to the natural distribution of surface currents on the generalized screen (the external boundary of which is assumed perfectly conducting) when the instrument
